VIRGINIA DIVORCE

Generally, a divorce in Virginia that consists of any significant amount of property and/or children results
in a contested divorce. A contested divorce in Virginia can be resolved amicably, provided both parties
attempt to resolve the issues of property and custody in an equitable manner.
How contested a divorce case in Virginia is going to be is in great part determined by the parties and the
divorce lawyer each party chooses to represent them.
More often than not, the opposing attorney in a contested divorce case in Virginia will play a great role in
how amicably a contested divorce in Virginia can be resolved.

This in turn will determine how expensive or inexpensive the contested divorce in Virginia will be for the
parties. How your specific case will proceed will greatly be determined by the specific facts of your case.
The divorce laws in Virginia are complex. If you have questions about how the divorce laws in Virginia
may apply to the specific facts of your divorce case, do not hesitate to contact us.
The First Step to Take When Facing the Prospect of a Divorce or Other Family Law Issues
We’ll be quite frank: The complexity and high stakes nature of divorce and other family law matters in
Virginia require skilled and experienced legal representation.
If you are contemplating divorce in Virginia or have already been served with divorce papers, an initial
consultation with a skilled Virginia divorce lawyer is the absolute minimum step you should take. Then
you’ll know what your rights are, and more importantly – how to protect them.
We understand that divorce is a trying, difficult and painful time. But believe us when we say: It’ll be even
more difficult after the divorce is over and you’re left with not only the heartbreaks – but crushing
expenses as well.

For more information or to make an appointment with SRIS, P.C. divorce lawyer in Virginia, please call us
at 888-437-7747 or complete the on-line form.
Our divorce attorneys and staff in Virginia speak the following languages in addition to English: Spanish,
French, Arabic, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Cantonese, Mandarin and Malaysian.
Our offices in Virginia are in Northern Virginia (Fairfax County, Prince William County & Loudoun County),
Central Virginia (Richmond & Fredericksburg), Hampton Roads/Tidewater Area (Virginia Beach)
& Western Virginia (Lynchburg).
To determine how our divorce attorneys in Virginia can best assist you, please call us via our toll free
number 888-437-7747 or complete our on line form in www.srislawyer.com
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